
CS 670 (Fall 2022) — Assignment 5

Due: 11/16/2022

(1) [10 points]

Problem 11.6 from the textbook.

(2) [5+10=15 points]

You have two robots on an infinite line. Let’s say they start at the origin. You have a sequence of requests

coming in. Each request i is identified with a point xi on the line. A request i is served by moving a robot to

the point xi. As soon as you serve xi, the next request i+ 1 arrives at location xi+1. Being an online problem,

you do not know the future requests until you have served the current one. Your goal is to minimize the sum of

distances traveled by the two robots.

(a) The simplest Greedy Algorithm is the following: always serve the next request i with the robot currently

closest to xi (breaking ties arbitrarily). Prove that the Greedy Algorithm is not constant-competitive for

any constant.

(b) Here is the Proactive Algorithm. At any time, let L ≤ R be the positions of the two robots, and xi the

location of the new request i. If xi ≤ L, then the robot at L serves request i. If xi ≥ R, then the robot

at R serves request i. If L < xi < R, then both robots start moving toward xi simultaneously, at the

same speed. As soon as one of them reaches xi, it serve the request i; the other robot stops moving at that

moment as well.

Prove that the Proactive Algorithm is 2-competitive. [Hint: define a suitable potential function.]

(3) [10 points]

Selecting Profitable Projects: In class, we discussed the online problem of selecting profitable projects. It is

pretty easy to see that in the version we discussed (you get new offers coming in and need to decide immediately

whether to take them or reject them), no good competitive ratio could be achieved. Here is a different variant:

At the end of every day d, you receive some job offers (zero or more). Each job offer is a pair (vi, ti). vi is the

value of the offer, and ti > d is the deadline. This means that if you do job i any day on or before the deadline

ti, you obtain vi dollars. If you don’t do the job, or do it after the deadline, you get 0 dollars for it. Each job

takes exactly an entire day to do, so each day, from among all the non-expired jobs, you get to choose one. Of

course, once you did (and profited from) a job, you can’t do the same job again another day. This being an

online problem, you don’t know on day d what new job offers you will receive at the end of day d, or in future

days.

Probably the simplest online algorithm for this problem is the greedy algorithm: among all jobs available on day

d, do the one with highest profit. That is, ignore deadlines ti in the decisions. Prove that the greedy algorithm is

(at least) 1/2-competitive for this problem.

(4) [10 points]

Problem 13.6 from the textbook.

(5) [0 points]

Chocolate Problem (1 chocolate bar):

Suppose that you play the following simple game where you defend n space stations against an attacker. Each

space station starts with energy c. The game is played in rounds. In each round, the following happens:

• First, an attacker chooses how to attack your space stations, by distributing one unit of damage over them.

Specifically, the attacker picks non-negative ai for each space station i, such that
∑

i
ai = 1. Then, ai

units of energy get subtracted from space station i, for each i.
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• If as a result, any space station has negative (or zero) energy, it has been destroyed, and you lose the game.

• Otherwise, you get to pick one space station now, and repair it completely, restoring its energy to c.

(a) As a very easy warmup (not worth any chocolate), prove that if c ≤ Hn (where Hn =
∑

n

i=1
1/i is the nth

Harmonic number), then no deterministic online algorithm can survive forever against a perfect opponent.

(b) For the real problem, assume that c > α ·Hn (where α is a constant of your choice; ideally, α = 1). Give

a deterministic online algorithm, and prove that it will survive forever even against a perfect opponent.
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